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Abstract 
We address several basic questions that arise in the use of projection in combinatorial op- 
timization. Central to these is the connection between the dimension of a polyhedron Q and 
the dimension of its projection on a subspace. We give the exact relationship between the two 
dimensions. As a byproduct we characterize the relationship between the equality subsystem of 
a polyhedron and that of its projection. We also derive a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a face (in particular, a facet) of a polyhedron Q to project into a face (a facet) of the projection 
of Q, and give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 1-l correspondence 
between the faces of Q and those of its projection. More generally, we characterize the dimen- 
sional relationship between the projection of Q and that of an arbitrary proper face of Q. We 
also show that the projection of a monotonized polyhedron on a subspace is the monotonization 
of the projection of the polyhedron on the same subspace. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V All 
rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Projection has emerged during the last 15 years as one of the most important items in 
the toolkit of polyhedral combinatorics. One is often faced with combinatorial problems 
whose polyhedral descriptions do not easily lend themselves to analysis, but for which 
an extended formulation can be found, resulting in a higher-dimensional polyhedron 
with a nice structure (see, e.g., [3]). If one can then project back this second polyhe- 
dron into the lower-dimensional sub-space so as to obtain the first polyhedron, the nice 
structure of the former can be used to analyze the latter. In using this approach, one 
often faces questions of the following type. What is the connection between the dimen- 
sion of the original polyhedron and that of its projections? What about the projections 
of facets and other faces? It is known that the projection of a polyhedron may have 
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fewer or more facets than the polyhedron itself. But when do facets of the polyhedron 
project into facets of the projection? 
It is this type of questions that have motivated this paper. Our main result in Sec- 
tion 2 gives the exact relationship between the dimension of a general polyhedron and 
that of its projection on a specified subspace. From this, we derive (Section 3) a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition for a face (and in particular, a facet) of a polyhedron Q to 
project into a face (a facet) of the projection of Q. More generally, given an arbitrary 
proper face F of a polyhedron Q, we give a relationship between the dimension of 
the projection of Q on a subspace, and the dimension of the projection of F on the 
same subspace. Finally, we show that the operations of projection and monotonization 
of polyhedra are commutative. 
Consider the polyhedron 
Q:={(u,x)~9P xgq: Au+Bx<b}, 
where A, B and b have m rows. The projection of Q onto the subspace defined by 
u = 0, called the x-space, is defined as 
Pro&(Q) := {x E Wq: 3~ E Wp with (u,x) E Q}. 
It is well known that 
Proj,(Q)={x~R~: (uB)x<vb, VVE W}, 
where W, called the projection cone, is 
W:={UEP: vA=O, ~20). 
For background material on projection see [3, 5-71. 
From the definition, if Q = 0, then Proj,(Q) = 0 (and vice versa). So for the rest of 
the paper we assume Q # 0. 
2. The main result 
Let us partition the rows of (A, B, b) into (A=, B=, b=) and (A<, B<, b” ), where 
A=u + B=x = b= is the equality subsystem of Q, i.e. the set of equations corresponding 
to the inequalities satisfied at equality by every (u,x) E Q. W.1.o.g. we may assume 
that the equality subsystem is of full row rank (otherwise the redundant rows can be 
removed), and let r := rank(A=, B=) = rank(A’, B=, b=), where the last equality follows 
from Q#0. 
It is well known that dim(Q)= p + q - r, and that Q is full-dimensional, i.e. 
dim(Q) = p + q, if and only if the equality subsystem is vacuous. We first address 
this situation. 
Proposition 2.1. If dim(Q) = p + q, then dim(Proj,(Q)) = q, 
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Proof. Suppose dim(Q) = p + q, but dim( Proj,( Q)) < q. Then every x E Pro_&(Q) sat- 
isfies some nonempty system of equations B*x = b*. But any such system must also 
be valid for Q, which contradicts the fact that Q is full dimensional. 0 
Now we turn to the general situation, when Q is not necessarily full dimensional. 
We recall that the matrix (A=, B=) is of rank r, and define r* := rank(A)). Let Aa be 
a nonsingular r* x r* submatrix of A-. Then w.l.o.g., Q can be written as 
where 
and uo has r* components corresponding to the columns of Ao. 
Let us examine the values that r* can take. Clearly, r* is nonnegative and cannot 
exceed the number p of columns of A=. Next, notice that runk(B1) + Y* = r, and 
runk(B, ) 6 q. Thus we have 
max{O,r - q} <r* 6 min{p,r}. 
Now if r* = p, then A,,Aj,AF and ur are vacuous. If Y* =r, then AZ, Ax, B1 and bl 
are vacuous. If r* = 0, then Ao, Al, Bo and bo, as well as AZ, A: and us are vacuous. 
In all other cases, all matrices in the above formulation are nonvacuous. Further, if 
r* = r - q, then B1 is square, nonsingular. 
Next we project Q onto the subspace of (ui,x), by using the equation 
u. = A,‘bo - A;‘Alu, - A,‘Box 
to eliminate ~0. Notice that since runk(A=) = r* = runk(Ao), the rows of (Az,A3) 
are linear combinations of those of (Ao,Al). Thus, the entries of the matri 
(O,Ax -A2A;‘A,) obtained from (Az,Aj) through this transformation are all 0. Conse- 
quently, 
where fi1 :=BI - AzAc’Bo, &I :=bl - AzA,‘bo, /I:=AF - A:A,‘Al, B:=B” -A: 
A;*B~, and 8:=bG -A:A;‘bo. We will denote Q’:=PPv~,~,,~,(Q). 
Lemma 2.2. dim(Q’) = dim(Q). 
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Proof. We show that dim(Q’) = p + q - r by exhibiting an affinely independent set 
of p + q - r + 1 points (ut,x) E Q’. We do this by taking any set of z :=dim(Q) + 1 
affinely independent points (u,“, $,xk) E Q, k = 1,. . . ,z, and showing that the corre- 
sponding set of points (~;k,x~) E Q’ is also affinely independent. Let these latter points 
be yk := (u[,z$), k = 1,. . . ,z. Showing that they are affinely independent amounts to 
showing that the points (yl), k = 1 , . . . ,z are linearly independent. Now suppose they 
are not; then there exist values &, k = 1,. . . , z, not all zero, such that C”,=, A.k (T:) = 0. 
We claim that this implies C;=,&u,k = 0, which in turn means that the z points 
(u,“, u;k,xk) E Q are also affinely dependent, a contradiction. 
To prove the claim we notice that 
Hence the p + q - r + 1 points yk E Q’, k = 1 , . . . ,z, are affinely independent. 0 
Since Q’ is the projection of Q on the subspace of (ut,x), it follows from the 
definitions that 
Proj,( Q) = Proj,( Q’). 
Now the dimension of Q’ is the same as that of Q, but the equality subsystem 
Bxl = 61 of Q’ has rank r - r*. Notice that Q’ can be written as 
Q’=Q”~{(u~,x)E~*- r* x 924: L&x=&}, 
Q" = {(q,x) E a*-’ * x 9’9: A;11 +Bx<L} 
is a full-dimensional polyhedron, namely one of dimension p + q - r*. 
Next we want to project Q’ onto the x-space. 
Lemma 2.3. Proj,(Q’) = Pruj,(Q”) fl {x E 3’4: Blx = il}. 
Proof. By definition, x E Proj,(Q’) if and only if there exists some ~1 E W*-‘* such 
that (ut,x) E Q’; i.e. such that (i) (ur,x) E Q” and (ii) Btx = &I. But (i) and (ii) imply 
that x E Proj,(Q”) n {x E 924: filx = g1}. 0 
We are now ready to prove our central result. 
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Theorem 2.4. 
dim(Proj,( Q)) = dim(Q) - p + Y*. 
Proof. Since the projections of Q and Q’ are the same, from Lemma 2.3 we have 
Pro&(Q) = Proj,(Q”) n {x E .!?4?: Blx = &}, 
and hence 
dim(Proj,(Q)) G min{dim(Proj,(Q”)), dim{x E 9STq: l?lx = gl}}. 
Since Q” is full dimensional, from Proposition 2.1 its projection has dimension 
dim(Q”) - p + r* = q. On the other hand, the dimension of {x E BY: Btx = &} is 
q - r + r* = dim(Q) - p + I-*. This proves that 
dim(Proj,(Q))<dim(Q) - p + Y*. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that the inequality also holds in the other 
direction. This is equivalent to showing that 
dim(Q’)<dim(Proj,(Q’)) + p - Y*, 
since the projection of Q’ is the same as that of Q, and from Lemma 2.2, dim(Q’) = 
dim(Q). 
Consider a matrix (D,E) whose rows are vectors (ut,x) E Q’ that form a maxi- 
mal linearly independent set. Here D and E correspond to the components u1 and x, 
respectively. Then 
dim(Q’) = runk(D, E)<rank(D) + rank(E). 
Since the rank of D cannot exceed the number of its columns (which is p - Y*) 
and the rank of E cannot exceed dim(Proj,(Q’)), we have 
dim(Q’)<dim(Proj,(Q’)) + p - r*, 
which is the needed inequality. 0 
3. Consequences 
One byproduct of the proof of Theorem 2.4 is the result that the solution set of the 
equality subsystem of Proj,(Q) is the projection onto the x-space of the solution set 
of the equality subsystem of Q. Indeed, it is not hard to see that the solution set of 
the equality subsystem of an arbitrary polyhedron P 2 9” is the same as the affine hull 
of P, denoted a&T(P), and defined as the set of all x E .!X’ of the form x= Cf=ixiAi 
for some xi E P and Ai E 9, i= l,..., TV ?Z’+ such that xf=,Ai = 1. (If the equality 
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subsystem is vacuous, i.e. P is full-dimensional, then the affine hull of P is the whole 
space: afl(P) = 92’“). With this in mind, the result enunciated above can be stated as 
Proposition 3.1. ufS(Projx(Q)) = Projx(ufS(Q)). 
Proof. It is known (see e.g., [7], p. 8) that if T is an affine transformation and S an 
affine set, then a$( TS) = T&7(S). Since projection is a special type of affine transfor- 
mation, the result follows. Cl 
At the beginning of Section 2 we discussed the range of r*: max{O, r - q} d r* 6 
min{ p,r}. In combination with Theorem 2.4, this yields the range of dim(Proj,(Q)): 
max{O,dim(Q) - p} <dim(Proj,(Q))< min{q,dim(Q)}. 
We will not discuss all the extreme cases again, except for the one which leads to 
the next result, which states that the projection operation is dimension preserving if 
and only if A= is of full-column rank. 
Corollary 3.2. dim(Proj,(Q)) = dim(Q) if and only if r* = p. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 2.4. 0 
Next we turn our attention to the dimension of projected facets of Q. Since a facet 
of Q is itself a polyhedron, we should be able to deduce the dimension of its projection 
from Theorem 2.4. 
Let MU + /3x <PO be a valid inequality for Q, and suppose 
F := {(uJ) E Q: mu + ~x=~,,} 
is a facet of Q. Let (i)-u + (!)=x = (t)- be the equality subsystem of F, and let 
rF := rank ((i)=, ($=). Notice that rF - r = 1, since dim(F) = dim(Q) - 1. Further, 
denote rz := rank ((i) -). Then r: - r* can be interpreted as the difference between 
the number of dimensions “lost” in projecting Q (which is p - r*) and in projecting 
F (which is p - r,* ). 
Corollary 3.3. dim(Proj,(F)) = dim(Proj,(Q)) - 1 + (r,* - r*). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.4, 
dim(Proj,(F)) = dim(F) - p + rF 
=dim(Q)-l-p+r: 
and 
dim(Proj,(Q)) = dim(Q) - p + r*. 
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Hence, 
7 
dim(Proj,(F)) = dim(Proj,(Q)) - 1 + (Y,* - r*>. ??
Corollary 3.3 says that the dimension of Pro&(F) is at least equal to the dimension 
of a facet of Pvoj,(Q); this seems to, but does not in fact, imply that Pro&(F) is a 
facet or an improper face of Proj,(Q). The reason for this is that the projection of 
a face of Q is not always a face of the projection of Q. As an example, think of a 
pyramid projected onto its base: the vertex of the pyramid, which is one of its faces, 
does not become a face of the projection, when projected onto the base of the pyramid. 
Proposition 3.4. The projection Proj,(F) of u face F of Q is (I face of Proj,(Q) tf 
and only if Q has u fuce Fb deJned by un inequality of the form fix 6 PO (i.e. with 
0 coeficients for the u vuriubles), such thut Proj,(F/j) = ProjJF). When this is the 
case, F C F/j. 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose Proj,(F) is a face of Proj,(Q). Then there exists an in- 
equality fix < BO such that Proj,(F) = {x E Proj,(Q): /Ix = PO}. But fix < /IO also defines 
a face F/I of Q, namely F/j := {(u,x) E Q: /Ix = fiO}. Clearly, 
f’W,,(Fp) = ProjJF), 
since the expressions on both sides of the equality are equal to Proj,(Q) n {x: fix = /IO}. 
SufJiciency. Suppose FD is the face of Q defined by bx<pc, such that Proj,(Fp)= 
Proj,(F). Since px </Ia is valid for Proj,(Q) and Proj,(F,j) = Proj,(Q) n {x: fix = PO}, 
clearly Proj,(Fp) is a face of Proj,(Q); hence so is Proj,(F). 
Furthermore, we claim that F C F/j. For if not, let (u,x) E F \ Fp; then (u,x) E F 
implies x E Proj,(F) and hence bx = PO, whereas (u,x) $! Flj implies bx<ps, a contra- 
diction. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.4 we have 
Corollary 3.5. There is a l-l correspondence between the faces of Q and the faces 
of ProjJQ) if and only if every face of Q cun be dejined by an inequality of the 
form fix d/30. 
Now consider again the important case when F is a facet of Q. Then we have 
Corollary 3.6. Let F be a facet of Q. Then Proj’(F) is a j&et of Proj,(Q) if und 
only !f r-F =r*. 
Proof. From Corollary 3.3, Proj,(F) has the right dimension for being a facet of 
Proj,(Q) if and only if r$ =r*. It then suffices to show that Pro&(F) is a face of 
Pro&(Q) if r,$ =r*. 
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Since F is a facet of Q, it has a defining inequality, say CIU + fix 6 ,!&,. If r,$ = Y*, 
then there exists a vector 1, such that a = ),A=; hence the above inequality is equivalent 
to (/I - B=)x G/Z& - Ab’, which can be written as /?‘x </?A. It then follows from 
Proposition 3.4 that ProjJF) is a face of Pro&(Q). 0 
An immediate consequence of Corollary 3.6 is 
Corollary 3.7. VF is a facet of Q and r* = p, then Proj,(F) is a facet of Proj,(Q). 
Proof. If the matrix A= is of full column rank, then so is the matrix (i)=, and thus 
r*=r;. 0 
An interesting example where this situation arises is that of the cycle polytope of 
a directed graph. Let Q be the cycle-and-loops polytope defined on a digraph G with 
loops, i.e. the convex hull of points (x, y), where x is the incidence vector of a directed 
cycle on some node set S, and y is the incidence vector of the set of loops indexed 
by N\S. Then Proj,(Q) is the cycle polytope of G, i.e. the convex hull of incidence 
vectors x of directed cycles of G. 
Now let F be any facet of the cycle-and-loops polytope Q. It was shown in [l] 
that Proj,(F), the projection of F onto the x-space, is a facet of the cycle polytope 
defined on G. The proof of [l] is based on the fact that the matrix A= in the polyhedral 
description of Q consists of the unit columns associated with the components of y, 
hence is of full column rank, a special case of the condition Y* = p of Corollary 3.7. 
Returning to the case of a general polyhedron Q, if Corollary 3.5 does not apply, i.e. 
if F is a facet of Q but r; #r* and hence Proj,(F) is not a facet of Proj,(Q), then 
the only possibility is that r: - r* = 1. Since this implies that Proj,(F) is of the same 
dimension as Proj,(Q), it follows that either Proj,(F) = Proj,(Q), or else Proj,(F) is 
a subset, but not a face, of Q. 
Corollary 3.7 can be generalized to faces other than facets. Indeed, we have the 
following. 
Proposition 3.8. Zf F is a face of Q of dimension d and r* = p, then Proj,(F) is a 
face of Proj,(Q) of dimension d. 
Our last result describes an interesting relationship between the projection and mono- 
tonization of polyhedra. In combinatorial optimization, the study of a less than full 
dimensional polyhedron is often approached via the study of its full-dimensional re- 
laxations (monotonizations), known as the submissive (downward monotonization) and 
dominant (upward monotonization) (see [2, 4, 61). For a polyhedron Q C WP x 9’4 of 
the form studied here, these monotonizations are defined as 
sub(Q) := {(II, y) E BJ’ x ~2~: (O,O)<(u,y)d(u,x) for some (u,x)EQ} 
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and 
dom(Q):={(v,y)E9P x%?~: (u,y)>(u,x) for some (n,x)EQ}. 
It follows from the above definitions, that for every (v, y) E sub(Q), there exists 
(u,x) E Q such that (u,x) 3 (u, y); and for every (u, y) E &m(Q) there exists (u,x) E Q 
such that ( U,X) < (u, v). 
Proposition 3.9. 
sub(Proj,(Q)) = Proj,(sub(Q)) 
and 
dom(Proj,(Q)) = Proj,(dom(Q)). 
Proof. (i) Let j E sub(Proj,(Q)). Then there exists X E Proj,(Q) such that X 3 j; and 
there exists U E .%?J’ such that (i&X) E Q. But then for any V satisfying O<V<U, we 
have that (~7, 7) E sub(Q), hence j E Proj,(sub( Q)). 
Conversely, let j E Proj,(sub(Q)). Then there exists 0” E 9f’ such that (fi, j) E sub(Q); 
hence there exists (u”,%)>(G,j) such that (U”,~)E Q. But then zE~Proj,(Q) and from 
j ~5, j E sub(Proj,(Q)). 
(ii) The proof for the dominant parallels the one for the submissive. 0 
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